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ABSTRACT

Numerical experiments to the 1+1-dimensional (^)¿ equation are

reported. In a certain amplitude region a soliton-antisoliton bound state

•(x,t) (pulson) decays much slower than exponentially in time. For

0.30<<|>(0,t)<1.44 the slope of the maximum amplitudes is found between 0

and -2*10 per unit time. In consequence, the lower bound for the pulsons'

lifetime can be essentially increased.

RESUMO

Estuda-se numericamente o estado ligado entre um soliton e ixn

antisoliton f"pulson") na teoría $_ era 1+1 dimensões. Numa certa região da

amplitude o "pulson" y(x,t) decai muito mais devagar que exponencialnente

no tempo. Para 0.30 < $(0,t) <1.A4 encontra-se um decaimento das amplitudes

máximas entre 0 e -2*10 por unidade de tempo. Como conseqüência o limite

inferior para o tempo de vida do "pulson" pode ser aumentado bastante.



The existence of the stable "breather" solution vith equal asynptotic

values ;ix=->.,t) = i'':<=*'»,c) - 0 in th« \ * 1 -dimensional sine—Gordon

equation (SCE)

'xx " *'« " sin*

is usually attributed to the complete integrability of eq. (I) [1,2]. To the

l+1-dimensional Higgs scalar equation (HE) or ($->2 equation

which is considered as "near the integrable SGE"[1,3], neither a stable nor an

exact soliton-antisoliton bound state solution has been found. (In eqs. (1)

and (2) the mass and the coupling strength are set equal to 1.) In numerical

experiments to eq. (2) quasi-stable bound state solutions ("pulsons" or "bions")

were observed [1-3]. Their lifetime was estimated (for mass ta » 1) by the lower

bound n*t/T'lO3 (for period T-5/?) [1]. In ref. [3] the value x2 - 1750/? (m-1)

is given for the "half-life" of the pulson (independently from the amplitude.

The factor /T in t2 is due to a different normalization of the HE here and in

ref. [3].) The question of the stability of these classical pulsons is of

interest, first for mathematical aspects as the relationship ("proximity")

between the HE and the SGE. Secondly, such pulsons may be used - even in 1+1

dimensions - for the construction of models for elementary particles [2].

In this note it is shown numerically that in a certain amplitude region

the stability of the ($v)2*" pulsons and, in consequence, also their lifetime

increase considerably, by orders of magnitude. Similarly as in refs. [1-3] we

study the solution to eq. (2) fcr initial shapes* '

x-x0 x*x0
$(x,t»0) • tanh - tanh • 1

/? /?

and (3)

$t(x,t=0) = 0.

To save computation time eqs. (2) and (3) arc solved on 0<x<a with boundary

conditions

*x(x«0,t) - 0 (4a)



and

x t (4b)

The relevant physical problem is determined by eqs. (2) and (3) on -a x<x$ta
with boundary conditions

• x ( x - * a.t) 1 $fc(x - ± a , t) - 0. (5)

The solution to eqs. (2), (3) and (5) is symmetric with respect to x - 0,

i.e. $(-x,t) - •(x.t) and $x(-x,t) «-<fr (xtt), and therefore satisfies eq. (4a)

and corresponds on x % 0 with the solution to eqs. (2), (3) and (4). The

boundary conditions (4b) and (5) suppose that the radiation, emitted by the

pulson, is a travelling wave of velocity v » * 1. Such radiation is not

reflected in x • - a. The numerical integrations are carried out by the method

of characteristics. The convergence of the obtained results has been checked

by diminuishing the steplength A x • A t and increasing the boundary parameter a.

In all the following we do not consider directly the total energy of

the solution •(x,t), but rather the oscillations of $(x»0,t) around the

vacuum $0= 1, or, more precisely, the amplitudes of these oscillations. Of

the two vacua $0 £ * 1 of the theory the vacuum $0 = +1 is selected by the

initial curves (3). The amplitudes of $(0,t) are defined as the (positive)

differences between this vacuum and the maximum and minimum values of $(0,t)

(within one oscillation period T ) . In contrast with the sine-Cordon breather

the oscillations of $(0,t) are asymmetric with respect to the selected vacuum,

i.e. the upper amplitude

A(t) - max $(0,t») - 1 (6a)

is smaller than the lower amplitude

B(t) - 1 - min • ( 0 t t ) (6b)

in the same oscillation period. The reason for this asynanetry is that the

solution $(x,t) also experiences an attraction by the other vacuum • 0=-l

as an (asymmetric) perturbation.



As prime examples eqs. (2), (3) and (4) are solved for x - 0.8

and xg •» 1.0. In both these cases the oscillations of $(0,t) are regular

from the very beginning and have slightly modulated amplitudes as shown

in figure 1 until t - 100. The amplitudes for larger times are given in

tables I and II. There the symbols A , A . , B and B . denote the
max rain max m m

maximum and minimum values of the amplitudes A(t) and B(t) within one

modulation period T . These extremum values - already due the circumstance that

T generally is not an integer multiple of T - exhibit small fluctuations

from one modulation period to another one. Therefore, for each of the four

extremum amplitudes the smallest and the largest value,found in the indicated

time interval, is given.

For x0» 1.0 (table I) the amplitudes of $(0,t) diminuish by not

more than 15 percent from t = 800 to t = 10000. Half of this decrease,

AA r - 0.02,, and AB » - 0.06, is observed already until t • 4000, i.e.

during a time át1 - 3000, while for the other half of the decrease twice

this time, At2= 6000, is necessary. This indicates a sensitive dependence
of the slopes dA /dt and dB /dt on the amplitudes. It also indicates thatmax max
the amplitudes decrease much slower than exponentially in time. The period

T varies between 5.3 and 5.5 for t = 1000 and between 5.2 and 5.4 for

t = 10000. (The smaller values of T refer to the smaller amplitudes.) The

modulation period T increases from T s 25 for t = 1000 to T = 3 0 for
m m m

t B 10000.

For x0 • 0.8 (table II) the characteristic parameters of the pulson

are almost constant. The modulation period is T o = 45, while the period T

varies between 4.9 for the minimum and 5.0 for the maximum amplitudes. The

decrease of the maximum amplitudes - as far at observable - competes already

with the error in the numerical results due to the finite steplength and the

finite boundary parameter. In the tine interval 2000 <t ¿5000 the slopes
d A /dt and dB /dt may be estimated from table II bymax max

and



Similar slopes as given by (7) are also obtained when extrapolating

the results of table I. There it could be observed that the slopes dA /dt
max

and dB /dt approximately drop to half their value when the amplitudes A
max max

and B diminuish by -0.02i> and -0.06, respectively. From table 1 (t = 8000)

one finds approximately the slopes
dA /dt =-3-10~6 , A s 0.50,max ' max 9

and (8)

= -9-10"' , B M X - 0.86,.

—2 8
These slopes are expected to diminuish by the factor 2 = 0.15 ((0.50,-0.44)/

0.02%« (0.86,- 0.70)/0.06= 2.8) when A ^ and B decrease to 0.44 and 0.70

respectively, yielding dA /dt = -0.5-10"' and dB /dt --1.5*10"'.

The time At which the amplitudes A and B need to decrease from
max max

their values in (8) to the values in (7) can be roughly estimated by the

arithmetic averages of the corresponding slopes in (7) and (8). One finds

At * (0.50,- 0.44)-10'/2 = (0.86,- 0.70)-106/5.5 = 3'10*. This tine, refering

to a decrease of the amplitudes by not more than 20 percent, is already by a

factor 10 larger than the estimations given in refs. 1 and 3 ,based on the

decrease of the energy .

The strong dependence of the slopes on the maximum amplitudes is

confirmed by the solutions to eqs. (2), (3) and (4) with initial parameters

x0 - 1.5 and xQ« 2.0. In both cases the aoplitudes of $(0,t) are (as expected)

larger than fur xo« 1.0 (cf. figure 2), and decrease considerably faster.

Already for t * 2000 the two initial shapes (with x 0- 1.5 and xo« 2.0) have

developed into almost equal pulsons with extremutn amplitudes A = 0.57,
A . * 0.46, B s 1.01, and B . s 0.80, close to the values given in table Im m * max ' min ' "
for t - 800 - 1000.

In order to find out whether the pulsons become unstable for maximum

amplitudes smaller than those in table II, eqs. (2), (3) and (4) have been

solved also for xQ« 0.5 and xp« 0.7. No instability has been found. For x0 • 0.5

che modulation period is very large, and the amplitudes A(t) and B(t) take on

their first minimum A . s 0.08 and B . = 0.09 for t = 400. The numerical
rain m m

integration has not been continued beyond t - 500, since due to the small

minimum amplitudes (corresponding to a large width of the pulson) a large

boundary parameter is necessary. For xo« 0.7 the modulations of the amplitudes

diminuish somewhat until t « 400 " 500. I.e. the maximum amplitudes decrease,
A from 0.37 to 0.35 and B from 0.55 to 0.51, while the minimum amplitudes
max max



increase. A . from 0.27 to 0.31 and B . from 0.37 to 0.44. The first eiventnin m m
values are observed in 25¿t<75 and the second ones for t^ 430 until t s 1000

when the numerical integration has been terminated. Since smaller amplitudes

of <t>(O,t) correspond to a larger spatial extension (width) of the pul son, the

increase of the minimum amplitudes observed here can be interpreted as a

stabilizing effect which works against the dissipation of the pulson's energy.

Similar results were obtained recently [4] also for circular pulsons to both

the HE and SGE. This is completely different from the spherical pulsons which

in both equations become unstable for amplitudes below certain critical values

[5].

In conclusion, the numerical results show a strong increase of the

stability of (,$h)z - pulsons in the region A = 0.5 and B r 0.8. These

amplitudes are by no means small, neither in comparison with the distance

A$o « 2 between the two vacua of the ($
h)2 field theory, nor in comparison with

the maximum amplitudes found for x0 » 1.5 and x0 • 2.0 (see figure 2) which

decrease much faster. It remains an open question whether zero slopes are

already reached for finite non-zero amplitudes» i.e. whether stable pulsons

exist. To-date this has not been principally excluded. But a confirmative

answer can be hardly expected from only numerical experiments, first due to the

limitations of precision for finite steplengths and secondly, due to very

small boundary effects possible for finite boundary parameters. One should,

finally, remember a formalism for the construction of periodic solutions of

finite energy and particle-like behaviour to eq. (2), introduced by Taba [6].

Unfortunately, there it remains unsolved whether the power series (in cosut)

for the solution t(x,t) (and also for the energy) converges (for t ¿ T/4, i.e.

for cos(2 ir t/T) i 0). From the numerical results obtained here and in circular

symmetry [4] we feel that the modulations of the amplitudes play an important

role for the pulsons' stability.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 - The solution $(x-0,t) for x • 0.8 and x * 1.0.
o o

Figure 2 - The solution $(x-0,t) for x «1.5 and x - 2.0.
o o

TABLE CAPTIONS

Table I - The maximum and minimum upper and lover amplitudes of $(x-0,t) for

xo-l.O.

Table II - The maximum and minimum upper and lover amplitudes of $(x>0,t) for

xo-O.8.

FOOTNOTES

(*) - It should be mentioned that in ref. [3], particularly to determine the

decrease of the energy, initial shapes different from eq. (2) were used.

A "typical shape" of <j»(O,t) (fig. 2 of ref. 13]) exhibits a large

asymmetry with respect to the selected vacuum.

(**)_ See footnote (*).



t

800 -

1800 -

2800 -

3800 -

4800 -

5800 -

6800 -

7800 -

8800 -

9800 -

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

6000

7000

8000

9000

10000

A
max

.55o .53i.

.53? .527

.53i .520

.526 .5U

.52o .513

.51- .50,

.51i ,505 .

.50, .50!

.50s .50i

.5O3 .49s

Amin

.459 -447

.458 .45:

.44, .443

.450 .442

.44e .44i

.450 .443

.447 .443

.44i .43s

.44! .43*

.43, .43s

B
max

.970 .94e

.940 .915

• 927 .911

.90s .892

.89, .88%

.88s «86,

.87Z .85s

.86s .85o

.863 .85!

.84, .83?

B .
mm

-782 -75-

.77j .75«

.76s .74X

.75o .73s

.74* .73s

.73, .733

.73s .72s

.726 .722

.72, .71j

.71, .713

Table I
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t

0 - 100

100 - 500

500 - 1000

1000 - 1500

1500 - 2000

2000 - 2500

2500 - 3000

3000 - 3500

3500 - 4000

4000 - 4500

4500 - 5000

A
max

.48} -440

.43; .432

.43i. .432

.440 .430

.440 .43i

.442 .42,

.442 .42,

.44i .430

.440 .42,

.440 .43o

.43, .42,

A
min

.36S .340

•377 .370

.37? .37j

.37S .367

.37e .36?

.377 .36K

.38o .367

.380 .36?

.37, .36.,

.37, .36$

.37, .36,

Bmax

.71! -652

.68, .674

.681» .680

.69% .67,

.69, .676

.69, .673

.69s .67$

.70i .676

.702 .676

.69S .673

.697 .67s

B .
min

.54, .503

.57o .55,

.57X .55,

.56* .552

.572 .55x

.57.. .55i»

.57* .553

.57K .553

.573 .55j

.576 .553

.57? .55e

Table II
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Figiir* 2


